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Haddington Dynamics is the creator of Dexter, a high-precision,
high-performance 3D-printed haptic robot powered by an FPGA supercomputer.
Dexter is designed as an open source global resource that radically bends cost
curves, and empowers
society to redefine how humans use and interact with
•
robots. Dexter has a 670mm reach, 1kg payload and 50µm repeatability.

All Kickstarter Kits are out the door!!!
The final bow on a successful Kickstarter Campaign.
Dexter is a world changing project still in its infancy. The foresight of our
Kickstarter backers to concretely appreciate this before anyone outside the
company is instrumental to the Dexter project and to fulfilling our vision to
improve our small planet. We will continue to do our best to leverage your
investment to the good of all. The final kits out the door was a banner day at
Haddington Dynamics. Your support allowed us to get the technology out to
many different people. It was also the trigger that allowed us to form great new
collaborations. This newsletter contains the highlights of these collaborations.
This was a big ask on Kickstarter platform. Usually the rewards are much less
expensive. The pioneering spirit of the folks that donated 2K plus is amazing.
We were unknown, but the people that backed us knew we were bringing an
invention to the market that could change robotics and automation.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM DEXTER
AND THE HADDINGTON TEAM
WEBINARS
We have recorded webinars here.
Webinars cover software and build
instructions.
We will be posting wiring webinars
shortly. Live webinars will pick up
after the holidays.

Shadow boards for the kits ready to
box.

We also want to thank you for your patience. We fell behind schedule for a
variety of reasons (a 2-week move into new offices, a 2-week stint where we all
got sick). But the biggest hurdle for new companies is getting a firm grip on
supply chain management. Fortunately, this hurdle is solved, and we look
forward to the partnership with e1ectr0n, a joint venture with Haddington
Dynamics. These folks know how to put complicated things together and they
have mastered the supply chain management learning curve. This has allowed
us to refocus on applications and end-effectors for Dexter.
Kits ready to ship.
We know this is a complicated build - and we are here for you. We will continue
the build webinars, with this month focusing on wiring Dexter. We want to
highlight your experience both good and possibly frustrating to share with others
in the build process. Please email me at toddenerson@hdrobotic.om to share
your stories. We would like to put them in our newsletters or start a page on the
website.
Again, it is hard to express in print how truly grateful we are that you backed us.
We look forward to expanding the Dexter community and expanding Dexter’s
capabilities. We do see endless applications and we hope to explore them with
our backers and our future collaborators.
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Onshape has all the CAD files
GitHub has all the source code
Thingiverse has all the STL files
There are links to all of these at
http://hdrobotic.com/open-source/

NYIT and HD Collaboration
Forming a Maker University

After the New York Maker Faire, the Haddington Team spent a week at the Old Westbury
Campus of NYIT. This was a great week to meet the faculty and students as Haddington
and NYIT collaborate on building Dexters and creating a maker atmosphere at NYIT.
This was 2 years in the making. It all started at the 2015 New York Maker Faire. Matthew
Cornelius, Art Media Technical Director, HIVE Director, came to our booth and spent
several hours over the course of the 2-day event. He immediately saw the potential of
Dexter and wanted to get his school involved. He brought his boss, Terry Nauheim, back
the next day to meet us as well. He followed up after the Faire and scheduled us to give
a presentation at the Auditorium on Broadway for students and faculty. We also met
Robert Smith – world renowned artist that uses robots for sculptor and
Alekzandr Vasilyev, MD/PhD who is working on Nano-liter extruders with Bio Tech.
Matt introduced us to Christian Pongratz, Interim Dean, School of Interdisciplinary
Studies and Education. Meeting Christian really accelerated the conversations and we
worked with the group over the spring on building a Dexter at their school. Things
picked back up over the fall and we set the date to have the two groups dive into
developing the students to build and program Dexter. NYIT has ordered 11 kits to be
delivered over the course of the school year.

Assembly Manual Documentation in the works.

This relationship has blossomed and by the time we were out Christian had plenty of
faculty for us to meet. We met with over 25 faculty members from all disciplines. We
also met the new president, Dr. Hank Foley. This was meeting of kindred spirits with Dr.
Foley embracing the collaboration followed by sending out a campus wide email
discussing this collaboration. We introduced them to Gary Qualls of NASA in hopes to
have some cross pollination of Maker development.

Poster of NYIT’s Making Anything
initiative

The project has already paid dividends as Dr. Alexsandr Vasilyev, received a grant to use
Dexter and his end-effector for printing kidneys.
We could not be more thrilled to be working with this university so early in our
development. They have an impressive history of creating and using technology that we
all use today.
The best summary of this project can be found in The Box, NYIT campus paper, and this
quote from the article.

Kent Gilson teaching Dr. Alekzandr
Vasilyev and Michael Morgan.

But the main goal of the series is to train student mentors who can now train other
students. “The student mentors will work with faculty and other students to build
more Dexter arms, but more so engage in a variety of disciplines to speculate
applications and make the various tools that might be needed, from bioprinters to
foodprinters to design-fabricate building parts,” said Pongratz. “This is industry 4.0
emerging right from our labs and NYIT has the chance to be a major player. After
NYIT’s teaching machines from the 1960’s and computer graphics in the 1980’s, it’s
time for act three: Making.”
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This is the spot where Dexter will be built
by students – this display window is right
on Broadway.

Maker Faire Review

2 Maker Faires in 2 weeks
Dexter(s) and the Haddington Dynamics team tackled two Maker Faires (New
York and San Diego) in 2 weeks. The NYC Maker Faire was first. It was a great
show for us as we got to talk many interested folks. It ranged from very bright
middle schoolers to successful makers wanting to invest in our company. We
shared booth space with New York Institute of Technology Interdisciplinary
Studies. The Dean of the school, Christain Pongrats, was able to coordinate
students and faculty to be at our booth answering questions regarding their
school and our collaboration with the school. Matt Cornelius, the catalyst for the
NYIT/HD relationship, helped us set up our booth, stayed the entire time at our
booth and helped us tear down. Huge help.
This Maker Faire is special to us as it is where we decided to launch Dexter. We
enjoy the show and the individuals it attracts. We will be back next year.
San Diego Maker Faire was new to us and we are sure glad we attended. Dexter
was a huge hit and won 3 Blue Ribbons! Due to timing we were never able to get
down to this show over the last 2 years. It is at a great venue in Balboa Park. Our
booth was in the Fleet Science Center which drew a lot of traffic. The crew (the
4 recent grads that get the kits out) worked the show with us. It was wonderful
to watch these 19-year old’s hold their own when discussing Dexter. It gave Kent
and I a chance to visit the other areas of the show and see other Makers. We are
fans of Robolink and the team that works there headed by Hansol Hong. 2 years
ago, Hansol invited us to present to the San Diego Robotics Club. That video can
be seen here.
We were lucky enough to have the booth next to James Newton. James is the
first Makecation participant and his photos of that build can be seen in the
assembly manual. James is a big proponent of Open Source projects and has
helped us out tremendously. He does a weekly software call with us and has been
a great addition to the Haddington Team. In fact, James is hosted the first
‘hackathon’ in San Diego at Robolink to let people that have programmed via
Dexter Development Environment (DDE) test their code on his Dexter.

Haddington Dynamics won 3 blue
ribbons at the San Diego Maker Faire.

Dexter had a large crowd through out
the show

The booth stayed busy all day and we talked to folks from a range of companies.
From Microsoft to SpaceX. Had engaging conversations with students from
multiple colleges in the San Diego area and we hope to have our Dexter in their
schools soon.
Our next Maker Faire will be the Bay Area Maker Faire next year. If you have not
attended a Maker Faire, we highly recommend visiting a local one near you or
schedule to attend some of the Flagship shows in Bay Area and New York City.
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New York Maker Faire had large crowds
looking at Dexter.

Makecation

What

HD had some very smart people visit.
The Makecation package has truly been a wonderful experience. The folks
that have participated have been some very bright minds. The list includes
NASA, the CEO of Axiom Electronics and William Ha who is now our reseller
in Hong Kong. It is a way to develop a better relationship and to understand
how people want to use Dexter.
This fall we had 2 more very bright individuals join us at the lab. They were
both PhD students with a strong background in AI.
A student came down from Montreal where he is a researcher at Yoshua
Bengio's AI lab. He is an Oxford student working on his PhD in Physics. His
understanding of AI and robots lead him to explore Dexter as a tool to get
robots “to do smart things”. He spent 3 days with us and even stayed at our
houses (student budget). We enjoyed our time with such a brilliant mind. We
dug into the code and he left with his Dexter and we hope to continue to work
with him in the future.
Another brilliant mind had his trip paid for by Duke University. Barrett Ames
certainly has a name in robotics. In fact, Barrett has brought the most
experience with robots that Haddington has had the opportunity to work
with. Barratt was a NASA researcher and has worked on Atlas, Robonaut 2
and other very sophisticated and expensive robots. Barrett was interested in
Dexter for its force sensing capabilities. Our group has not had experience
with expensive force platforms and Barrett said, "it's the most affordable
force sensitive arm I've ever come across." Barrett had just finished a
symposium at Google to discuss AI and Robotics and let us know “others are
watching what is happening this week at Haddington”.
Barrett and Kent got along great and it was fun as a spectator to listen to their
tech heavy conversations. We look forward to collaborating with Barrett and
targeting some SBIRs.
The Makecations will continue throughout 2018. We are looking at planning
a larger format Makecation in Virginia and in Leon, Mexico. This will entail
having 4-8 participants, all going through the build together. If you have
interest in a Makecation please contact me toddenerson@hdrobotic.com
directly for scheduling. We currently have 2 signed up for January, but
opening the schedule for February and March.

does

do?

We often get asked this question and our
typical response is “What do you want it
to do?”. This is not always a satisfying
answer. We tried to drill into a better
answer as a team. As we talked to
investors, friends, family and others that
are not in the robot business, what we
have settled on as an answer is Personal Robotics. This creates a new
question –“what’s that?”. This new
question lets us dive into the parallel of
personal computing and personal
robotics. When Apple started they sold
the Apple 1 – as a kit for about the same
price as what we sell Dexter Kit (in
today’s dollars). Computers were only
for large companies – like robots today.
Computers had specific tasks to perform
- like robots today. The question back
then was “Why did an individual need a
personal computer?” – like robots today.
All that shifted when you had that one
killer app - VisiCalc. We Opened Sourced
Dexter to have everyone contribute to
the next killer app for Personal Robotics.
In 2018 we want to engage the
community. Personal robotics starts
with the innovators - the group before
the early adopters. HD is committed to
get you innovators up and running. To
drive the technology to your needs. This
expands the use cases for all.
We have secured production of Dexter
into the gifted hands of e1ectr0n. This
allows us to focus on applications, endeffectors and use cases.
Let’s have 2018 be the dawn of the
Personal Robots that are not toys or
vacuums, but truly the arms and legs of
the IoT.
Todd Enerson
President and CEO
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Dexter

